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Introduction

The challenges and demands associated with increasingly (over)populated urban regions strongly motivate improved understanding and utilisation of human
mobility patterns, e.g. for empirically aided traffic and transport planning, more
efficient emergency response, or for improved epidemic models.
When planning for transportation infrastructure, for instance, deep knowledge about the need for transportation is essential for successful implementation.
Measuring traffic on existing road segments could provide some information
about the current volume of travelers, but since the planned infrastructure will
inevitably change the travel habits of people, the utility of this kind of information is limited. This information can be enriched by aggregating knowledge
about places where people get together and routes between such places, for the
benefit of creating a rich knowledge base supporting decision making. Mobility
information can be presented in different ways for different purposes. Focusing
on a particular place, for example, the information can be presented as: the
most common origins for trips ending at the place; the most common paths
for arriving at the place (broken down by means of transportation); the most
common destinations for trips starting at the place; and so on. An alternative
way to present the information would be to identify the most common trips
within a given area, and the places where most people gather when they remain
stationary.
Furthermore, real time mobility information would enable individuals or
the collective to respond to unexpected situations. For emergency services, for
example, a catastrophic incident could make people to chose routes and gather in
places that they normally would never visit. For commuters, weather conditions
or accidents may have dramatic effects on the whole transportation system. By
comparing statistics of people’s whereabouts and mobility patterns to ditto
real-time information, it would be possible to identify deviations. Knowledge
about these deviations could be analysed and adapted to different needs for
different user groups. It could for example be adapted to inform emergency
services how to assist an escaping crowd, and commuters to adapt to a disrupted
transportation system.
The surge within industry and society for creating and making use of human
mobility patterns must be balanced against potential privacy risks for individuals. Creating an understanding of the mobility patterns of the masses typically
requires some understanding of the mobility patterns of individuals. However,
the privacy risk associated with this vague, and potentially temporary, under-
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standing of individuals’ mobility patterns is not straightforward to quantify.
Do individuals perceive this as a privacy violation at all, or is tracking their
whereabouts something that passes unnoticed? If their privacy is violated, for
what reason, and what can be done to prevent it? Nevertheless, privacy issues
must be taken seriously already from the very outset of creating systems for
monitoring of mobility patterns, or else we risk developing systems that will be
rejected by end-users or resisted by other stakeholders.
Mobile communication networks have in recent years been recognised as
large-scale ubiquitous sensor networks capable of producing massive amounts
of valuable mobility data. This data has for instance been used to statistically characterise human mobility [1, 2, 3], for traffic modeling [4], for detecting
anomalous events [5, 6], to identify common locations [7, 8], for mobility prediction [9, 10], and to infer high level properties such as if a terminal is in motion
or not [11] or mode of transportation [12].
There is also an abundance of work where other types of sensors are used
to characterise human mobility, predominantly GPS, such as in [13, 14, 15, 16].
Although GPS data has a higher precision than data acquired from mobile
communication networks, the former also has several disadvantages, such as
not functioning indoors or underground (e.g. in the subway), or having a high
energy consumption. The penetration rate of GPS equipped devices is also
significantly lower than for mobile phones in general.
The mobility data sets considered are huge, but also highly structured [3, 2],
since people typically move in a structured manner. Individuals have for instance been found to display a characteristic time-independent travel distance
and tend to frequently return to a few locations [1]. This behaviour has been
captured by diffusion-based models such as Lévy flights, that have been used to
describe empirical proxies of human mobility, such as bank note dispersal [17]
and mobile phone user mobility [1]. The predictability of individual trajectories
of mobile phone users is also surprisingly high [3], which imply that accurate
predictive models are possible. It is also conceivable that the high degree of spatial and temporal predictability of individuals enables efficient coarse graining
and scalability, both prerequisites for employing mobility data in digital cities.
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Outline

This report is structured as follows. In the next section we will pinpoint three
main challenges that must be addressed when utilising mobility information:
Privacy considerations, Data collection, and Data processing. Available mobility data is very much dependent on existing technological infrastructure. An
overview of this prerequisite, in particular regarding cellular communication networks, is then presented in Sec. 4. Computational considerations when dealing
with mobility data are discussed in Sec. 5, followed by an analysis of ethical
implications of using this type of data, Sec. 6, which concludes the report.
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3
3.1

Challenges
Privacy considerations

Maintaining end-user privacy is a major challenge. To create a foundation for
protecting privacy, we focus on mobility patterns of people rather than individuals. However, since the individual perspective is unavoidable during the
process of creating the mobility patterns of people, it is important to reduce the
number of steps containing references to individuals. One way to achieve this is
to release all personally identifiable information as soon as possible during data
collection and processing. This goes for identifiers of the mobile terminal (like
the IMEA number) as well as personal identifiers (like names). Identifiers are
needed while creating the traces during the first step of data processing, after
which they can be dropped.
However, while this reduces the risk of identifying individuals in the dataset,
possibly even making it both theoretically and practically impossible, it may
still be possible to identify groups of users. Individuals identifying with different
groups may thus still be associated with the dataset, though in second hand. The
possible consequences of such secondary identification are not well understood.
Further ethical challenges lies in establishing the right of ownership and
use of the electronic traces needed to find mobility patterns. People seldom
object to optical counters keeping track of the number of customers entering
a store, or equipment for counting the number of vehicles passing a particular
road segment, but that may not necessarily translate to the telecommunication
domain.

3.2

Data collection

Patterns of human mobility can be based on a number of different electronic
traces, such as credit card transactions, automatic road toll passages, and Internet usage, but here we primarily focus on traffic data from mobile communication networks. More specifically, the raw data of our concern is the sequence of
radio cells that mobile network clients connect to. This information is available
within the network as well as distributed over all active clients.
While it is possible to trace all radio cells that a client potentially would
communicate with, given that communication would actually take place, the
network itself only handle information about which radio cells clients communicate with when communication actually occurs (such as when turning on the
phone, placing a call, or talking on the phone). Thus, information from the
clients is far more detailed than the information available within the network.
On the other hand, collecting data on the clients requires data collection applications on the clients, which are also capable of uploading data for central
storage and analysis. The choice between central data collection from the network and distributed data collection from clients is thus a balance between the
competing factors of simplicity vs. completeness.
In addition, the challenges concerning data collection concerns issues of scalability (potentially millions of users and billions of data points) and cost. For
network centric data collection, the cost is most prominently associated with required data collection equipment and available bandwidth within the network.
For distributed data collection, the cost is mostly associated with distributing
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the data collection applications to the clients, uploading collected data from
the clients, and the battery life of the clients. In cases where demographic information is required, data can either be collected from the subscribers of the
mobile communications network directly (volunteered information), or from the
customer database of the operator of the communications network.

3.3

Data processing

The raw data can be used to create traces of how mobile terminals move between
different cells within the mobile communication network. The first challenge lies
in converting these traces into patterns of mobility. On the most general level,
traces can be of two kinds: (1) places where people are occupied and (2) routes
between such places. Both places and routes can be compound, such as the
compound route between the home and office of a commuter that includes a
bike ride from the home to a train station, a ride with a train between two
cities, and a walk from the train station to the office. Compound routes are
typically, though not necessarily, separated by different places (such as in the
example above).
The second challenge concerns clustering common patterns by similarity.
The goal is to understand mobility patterns of people, not individuals, an emphasis is placed on commonly visited places and traveled routes. The most
straightforward method would be to define the places and routes of interest
and classify every identified pattern accordingly (a top-down approach). The
alternative would be to cluster patterns by a measurement of similarity, thereby
discovering prominent patterns in the dataset (a bottom-up approach).
The third challenge concerns classifying common patterns, for example by
type of place or means of transportation. With the top-down approach, the
geographical signature of a pattern is a feature of the definition of the pattern.
This is not the case for the bottom-up approach, where one of the challenges
lies in identifying the relationship between pattern and geography.

4
4.1

Technological prerequisites
Cellular communication networks

A mobile network is divided into cells which are defined as the geographical area
where the radio coverage is given by one base station. The area covered by one
cell varies depending on the capacity demand and the geographical topology
where the cell is located. In an urban area the size of one cell is usually between
100 meters and up to a few kilometres. In rural areas the radius can be up to
35 kilometres.
When the mobile device is idle and not in an active call the device continuously monitors the signal strength of nearby cells and when it detects a better
signal strength with another cell than the one it is currently camping on it performs a cell reselection. A cell reselection is only registered in the device and
information about that the subscriber has switched cell is not transmitted to
the network (unless it has also switched location area, see below).
Cells are partitioned into Location Areas (LAs). When a subscriber moves
from one LA to another LA this information is recorded in the network along
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with information about which cell the subscriber moved into when it changed
LA. When a subscriber moves between cells within a LA this is not communicated to the network. Consequently, the most detailed location information
about each subscriber that is always known in the network is in which LA the
subscriber is in. This information can be used to gain knowledge about the
subscribers’ movement patterns.
The LA is the paging area for circuit-switched traffic calls meaning that when
an incoming call should be routed to a subscriber all cells in the LA where the
subscriber is are paged to find the subscriber. In addition to updating the
current cell when changing LA the mobile devices performs a periodic location
update at a set time interval (typically around once per hour) at which time
the current LA and cell is updated in the network.

4.2

Technical constraints

Since a mobile network consists of a large number of geographically distributed
network nodes to which mobile devices are connected at all times it could theoretically deliver data about all of its users at all times. However, there are a
number of technical limitations associated with how the geographical data that
can be retrieved from the mobile networks. How much these different limitations
affect the data depends greatly on factors such as:
• The data source(s) (which nodes in the network) that are used to collect
the data from the network.
• Method used to estimate the geographical location (positioning method).
• Usage patterns of the subscribers in the network.
• The type of network.
• The configuration of the network.
• The geographical topology.
• The configuration and type of the subscribers’ phones.
The accuracy of the location information varies greatly based on which
method is used to estimate the location of the user. The accuracy depends
on the positioning method used, the layout of the network, and the surroundings of the subscriber that is being located. Depending on the combination of
these factors the location information can have anywhere between 5m to 30km
of uncertainty.
When collecting location data to be used for finding patterns of human
mobility, one of the most important quality factors of the data will be at which
frequency the subscribers’ location can be sampled. For instance, if it is only
possible retrieve information about one individual subscriber’s location one time
per day it will most likely be very difficult to make any conclusions about the
movement pattern of that subscriber. Whereas if it is possible to retrieve this
information each second a very good estimate of that subscriber’s movement
pattern can be made. Which individual sample frequency that can be achieved
will vary greatly, depending on the positioning method and data source used,
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as well as on the capacity of the network. A high individual sample frequency
will typically incur a lot of extra load on the network and therefore increases
the risk of interfering with the capabilities of the network.
Again, the purpose of deriving patterns of human mobility is to gain knowledge about the movement patterns of a population and not about individuals.
It is therefore important to be able to retrieve location information from a large
enough sample of the population in order for the derived patterns to be valid
for the selected population. Even though mobile networks process geographical
data about all of its subscribers (which in many countries is equal to almost all
of the population of the country) due to both the design of the networks and the
amount of data it is difficult to collect and process all of this data. Similarly to
location accuracy and individual sample frequency, the sample size will depend
on the positioning methods and data sources that are used in combination with
the capacity of the network.

4.3

Positioning methods

When collecting location data from the mobile device, a number of different
methods could be used to obtain the location of the subscriber. Methods used
depend largely on the available technical capabilities of the device.
4.3.1

GPS

If the device is equipped with a GPS (Global Positioning System) receiver it can
be used to estimate the location of the user. The GPS calculates the position
based on the time it takes to receive signals from a number of the GPS satellites
in orbit around the earth. Very advanced GPS devices can achieve centimetre
accuracy but the GPS equipment in mobile phones usually has accuracies from
3 meters (rural areas with clear skies) up to 30 meters (in urban areas where
the signal is disrupted by buildings and other structures). GPS does not work
when the subscriber is indoors. GPS can be used to continuously track a user
by sampling the position every second and it is possible to achieve very high
individual sample frequency.
4.3.2

Cell id

Since the mobile phone constantly monitors the signal strengths of nearby cells
and performs cell reselection for the optimal signal strength it is possible to
use the information about which cells the device selects to track the location of
the user. Since the device has no information about the position of each cell
this information has to be retrieved from another source. Information about
the position of the cells can be found in a cell-id database which maps cell-ids
to geographical locations. Each mobile operator has database of the location
of each cell. A number of organisations have also created their own cell-id
databases by mapping the current cell-id to a known GPS position. This has
been done by companies such as Google, Skyhook, Apple, and Sony Ericsson to
use to support their location-based services. By saving the id of all cells that
the mobile device selects and then use a cell-id database to translate cell-id to
positions it is possible to track the movement of a user. Since every reselection of
cell can be recorded it is possible to achieve a high individual sample frequency.
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The accuracy will be equal to the size of the cell (i.e. anywhere between 50
meters and 30 kilometres). It is also possible to use information about the signal
strengths to the neighbouring cells to improve the accuracy by estimating how
close to the different base stations the subscriber is.
4.3.3

Wi-Fi

A record of Wi-Fi access points in the vicinity of a device can also be utilised
for estimating a user’s movement. A database containing the location of Wi-Fi
access points can then be used to estimate the location. Many of the existing
cell-id databases also stores information about Wi-Fi access points. Since Wi-Fi
access points usually cover a much smaller area than cells the accuracy is higher
than with cell-id. If good information about where the access points are located
is available and many access points are discovered by the device, it possible
to achieve an accuracy of approximately 5-10 meters. Forcing the device to
continuously scan for Wi-Fi access points will drain the battery of the device,
however.
4.3.4

Additional data

Many smart phones are equipped with sensors such as accelerometers, magnetometers, gyroscopes, and pressure sensors. These sensors can be used to
improve the accuracy of the location data. For example, if one exact location is
known it is possible to use the accelerometer and magnetometer to estimate how
the user walks from that position. It is also possible to use different types of
sensors to estimate what the user is currently doing (e.g. driving a car, walking,
riding a bike etc). This information can be combined with the location data
and used to make conclusions about the user’s behaviour.

4.4
4.4.1

Data collection
Terminal data

Since most mobile phones do not normally record any location data it is necessary to install an application that performs the data collection and positioning
on the phone. All smart phone platforms (e.g. Android, iOS and Symbian)
provide APIs to access information about current cell-id, nearby Wi-Fi access
points, and sensor readings which makes it easy to develop this type of applications. An application that has been installed in a phone can record information
about GPS readings, cell-ids, sensor values, etc. and use the phone’s data connection to send data to a server where it can be processed.
The advantage of using an application in the device to collect location data
is that it is possible to combine GPS, cell-id and Wi-Fi data to use as input
for the positioning thus making the accuracy of the location data very high.
It is also possible to sample the user’s position very frequently to achieve very
high individual sample frequency. The disadvantage is that the data collection
application needs to be installed on the device. This means that the application
needs to be distributed to each subscriber who usually has to manually install
the application or the application needs to be pre-installed in the device by the
manufacturer.
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4.4.2

Passive network positioning

One of the main functionalities of a mobile network is to be able to track where
the subscribers are geographically located in order to be able route calls and
data traffic to and from them. The mechanisms to enable this are called mobility
management. Passive network positioning is to use the data generated and/or
recorded for mobility management purposes to locate and track the subscribers.
This data could be used to gain knowledge about the movement patterns and
behaviour of the subscriber. When passive location data generated by traffic in
the mobile networks is used to derive information about the subscribers’ location
and movement there are in most cases not more data than cell-id to be used
for estimating the location of the user. This means that the accuracy of the
positioning data will be equal to the size of the cell.

5
5.1

Computational considerations
Scalability

Collecting and utilising mobility data bring several computational challenges.
Firstly, the sheer volume of data that we consider here, e.g. from cellular networks, clearly demands algorithms and methods that are scalable, or else they
are only applicable on data sets too small to be useful in practice. The degree
of scalability (both in terms of the scaling behaviour of runtimes and memory
requirements) needed depends on the type of application considered. Realtime
applications, such as a navigation system that use current mobility data, that
are required to produce output almost immediately are for instance more demanding than methods that run offline, e.g. to infer mobility patterns used in
infrastructure planning.

5.2

Coarse-graining

Often speed is traded for accuracy, where a method may have advantageous scaling behaviour due to that data, and relations in data (such as different notions
of “similarity” used by clustering algorithms), are approximated as statistical
representations. For instance, one approach is to model mobility behaviour as a
n:th order Markovian process, where the subsequent states are only dependent
on previous n states. Such models have several computational advantages, such
as constituting compact representations, only requiring local mobility behaviour
and requiring relatively little data (for small n) when being inferred. The drawback is that Markovian models may fail in capturing correlations in data that
stretch over longer length and time scales.
When capturing longer correlations in data, such as common routes in a city,
data must be coarse-grained for feasible computational handling. That is, the
state space of the data considered, such as trajectories represented by cell-id
sequences, is projected down to a considerably smaller state space, such as a set
of common routes.
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5.3

Anonymisation

Coarse-graining and treating data stochastically do not only have computational
advantages by enabling favourable scaling behaviour; as a “side effect” it also
provides a certain degree of anonymisation since data, possibly produced by an
individual, is incorporated into a statistical representation. From an information theoretic perspective, there is loss of information that is impossible (or at
least very difficult) to regain. This may be advantageous from a privacy perspective, for example if the information that is lost otherwise can be used to
pinpoint individuals. The challenge then lays in discarding irrelevant aspects of
data while keeping the information that is useful, which is largely application
dependent.
Still, it may be required that mobility information is anonymised further in
a post-processing step. In particular, combining multiple data sources to form
richer patterns (e.g. trajectories with attached demographic data) is jeopardous.
The reason for this is that compound data is vulnerable to so called inference
attacks; when viewed separately, data sources may be harmless, but when combined, sensitive information can possibly be revealed, such as the income and
whereabouts of an individual.
One requirement is to fulfil the the k-anonymity constraint [18], i.e. that
each tuple of combined data points must be indistinguishable from at least k − 1
other tuples. This requirement may be satisfied in several ways, e.g. by merging or discarding data, or by altering information (for example by blurring data
by adding noise). All these approaches result in information loss (however, as
noted above, the information lost may be irrelevant with respect to the application at hand). In essence the task then boils down to the optimisation
problem of processing data in such a way that information loss is minimised
while k-anonymity holds. This task is non-trivial and computationally highly
challenging, in particular if new data is added incrementally.
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Ethical considerations

Location privacy has been appointed as a major future concern for law and
policy makers since the recent emergence of many location based services. There
is a concern that disclosing location to strangers and third parties, especially if
combined with diverse other sources of personal information, can pose a risk for
citizens, consumers and society as a whole because of its potential of surveillance
and curtailment of freedom. Besides privacy of location data, one can have
other genuine ethic concerns on the use and applications of that data. As
an example, without necessarily invading personal privacy by getting to the
identity of people, just by having a rough idea on how do a large group moves
can enable more effective exertion of crowd control, if the system was to be used
by an authoritarian government. Also, since public infrastructure planning is
one of the possible applications of this information, one must also consider how
the system can introduce bias on that planning, by disregarding users that chose
to have opted out of the data collection. However, in this report we will focus
mainly on the privacy aspect of data collection and storage. In this section we
will present the initial steps of gathering information to inform explorations on
the topic of privacy.
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6.1

Ethical implications of location data

Ethics is defined as by the Marriam-Webster dictionary as “the discipline dealing
with what is good and bad and with moral duty and obligation” and moral is
defined as “principles of right and wrong in behaviour”. The isolated acts of
collecting data and using that data do not pose per se any ethical concern. To
properly conduct an ethical analysis of a location based service, one must take
into account the whole process from data collection, processing and storage to
its application.
Traffic data is a set of data describing the location of an individual over a
period of time. The time resolution of location information can vary greatly
with the technology used to collect the data – e.g. GPS or electronic tolls in
a highway. The use of this information allows for a plethora of services. Finding friends in the vicinity, suggestions of restaurants and entertainment, traffic
information or pervasive gaming are just a few examples of many possibilities.
However, the virtually unlimited number of possibilities also caused a great
deal of uncertainty and concern. It has been pointed that the sharing of location can do more harm than good. Looming over us, there are worries that
we are contributing to the makings of a Big Brother society. For example, it is
not hard to imagine governments using this information to control citizens or
the enablement of pervasive and possible invading marketing techniques. The
site pleaserobme.com, broadcasting when people disclose in social networks that
they are not at home, has recently contributed to a debate in the public opinion
of the negative consequences of sharing location with the World Wide Web.
Nevertheless, traffic data is quite different than other types of information
that typically one always wants to keep private, such as passwords or credit
card numbers. And it is typically not the kind of information that we choose
whom to disclose it to. In fact, whenever we go into a public square or a cafe,
we are disclosing our location with the people in the vicinity. This makes it
much harder to regulate. So how private is this information really? Certainly
there are mechanisms we can use in our daily lives when we do not wish that
a certain undesirable person becomes aware of us, such as changing the side of
the street or avoiding a certain restaurant, but it is not clear if we can or should
translate these mechanisms to the online world.

6.2

Existing services

Existing popular location based social networks, such as Gowalla, Foursquare
and Facebook Places, use a “check-in” system, that allows users to tag places
where they are at the moment, and share it with a group of friends. Users can
also opt to have automatic check-ins in certain places and all services offer some
kind of granular control on who is allowed to see the information.
Other systems use automatic collection of data, where the user has potentially less control over what data is shared. On this category are included
services to monitor children or people with disabilities – a Swedish example of
one of such services is Lociloci (lociloci.com). The ethical analysis of such services is harder to do for a number of reasons. First of all, the privacy controls
tend to be more complicated since it is not practical to ask the user for consent
every time the system request location, and there are a number of stakeholders,
not necessarily including the user, interested in having access to high fidelity
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location data. One must identify when there is a conflict of interests between
stakeholders – for instance, when one adolescent wish to turn off the tracking
system and the parents will not allow – and how can those conflicts be translated
and deconstructed as ethical issues.

6.3

Exploring the design space

We have opted, in our ethical considerations, not define any value a priori, but
rather explore the design space with as less as possible preconceived ideas. The
reason for this is to allow for discovery of issues that would be overlooked or
disguised otherwise as well as to avoid forcing identification of ethical issues
that do not necessarily occur. Nevertheless, it is already clear that property
and accessibility are very connected to the notion of privacy in the context of
location data. It is also clear that accuracy of data, or the possible lack of it,
might be a cause for bias in the case of using mobility data for decision support
systems, and motivate policy and infrastructure changes based on that data.
In addition to these dimensions, in a global and complex system, one could
add the issue of accountability, specifying who would be responsible if anything
fails. What should be the principles of corporate responsibility? A recent example illustrates what can happen at an international level: during the riots in
Iran, Nokia Siemens allowed authorities to trace individuals and is now facing
lawsuits from international human rights defenders. It may not be enough to
deflect responsibility to the receivers of the data, and it matters not only to flesh
out foreseeable ethical issues but also to define responsibilities and strategies to
deal with future unforeseeable ones.
This serves to illustrate the complexity of designing technology with traffic
data. While there are definitely privacy concerns that must be addressed, we
must be aware of the potential benefits of governmental, societal and business
services that can be developed. So the issue then becomes: what services can
we design that fully balance ethical issues? To explore this we must first unpack
the design space and identify what possibilities can be explored and for that,
one must understand the legal and technological constraints in the context of
mobile networks.

6.4

Legal perspective

A mobile network provides services of telephony and internet access. To do so,
it must know where a certain terminal is, in order to efficiently route telecommunications to it. The European Union Data Retention directive (Directive
2006/24/EC) forces all operators to retain data generated in the network –
including location data – for a period of six to 24 months after the data is collected. In emergency cases, such as missing persons and criminals, authorities
can request real-time positioning from the operator. In all cases, any data can
only be released through a court order. Any other usage of that data outside
the borders of the operator is heavily regulated.
EU Directives 95/46/EC and 2002/58/EC protect citizens from abuse of
collection and usage of all electronic data. They establish three categories of
principles that must be considered when processing data: 1) transparency, i.e.,
the data subject has the right to be informed when his/her personal data is being
used; 2) legitimate purpose, forcing explicit specification of the intention for
11

collecting data and prohibiting non-legitimate purposes; and 3) proportionality,
i.e., only the necessary amount of data can be collected and the operator must
be responsible for assuring that the data is correct and kept up to date.
These directives allow us to legally delimit the space of what kind of services
we can design but they are not enough to ensure that the services will be ethical,
trustworthy and desirable. In order to design a successful service using location
data, one must explore possible application areas and identify principles and
values of each actor involved.

6.5

Technological characteristics

Mobile phone network data has some characteristics that are relevant for privacy
analysis. For once, the type of positioning that is possible to derive from traffic
data is significantly different than the one obtainable by GPS. The traffic data
we are referring to does not include active positioning, which has much higher
accuracy, but rather to the passive collection it always occurs in the background.
Listed below are some technological characteristics:
• Automatic collection – the data in the network is generated automatically.
When the terminal is idle, the network sends a ping signal occasionally
and, as the terminal roams to different location areas, there is a registry of
it in the network. When the terminal is active – placing a call or sending
data – the network registers the exact cell id the phone is connected to.
• Accuracy – the accuracy of network positioning data is also lower than
other kinds of sources, such as GPS or Wi-Fi, since it is limited to the
cell id and can range from some meters to several kilometers, depending
on the concentration and range of the nearby cell towers. Typically, one
would achieve better accuracy in largely populated urban areas with higher
density of antennas.
• Indoor usage – unlike sources such as GPS, mobile positioning can occur
indoors, achieving sometimes remarkably high accuracy in very controlled
environments such as in subway stations.
Besides the traffic data, there are also two important databases within the
mobile network operator that contain relevant data and, if they are to be used,
pose particular privacy risks:
• Billing information – the network stores information on placed calls, SMSs
and data traffic. Such information is necessary for billing purposes.
• Demographic information – the network has data on each client. The data
may vary but typically includes names, addresses and age.
These characteristics of traffic put natural restrictions on the type of data
that is collected as well as how the data can be processed. For example, on the
top of a remote hill, it will always be impossible to determine an exact location,
unlike if we had used GPS technology. It is clear that this technology would be
more useful in a urban environment. The fact that it allows to track indoors
means that it is a more ubiquitous form of tracking than GPS, at least in urban
environments, meaning that there is no way of avoiding the tracking except for
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switching off the phone. The billing and demographic information databases
can possibly complement the traffic data but in order to use this data one must
have extra precaution against privacy breaches.

6.6

Three scenarios

To concretise the notion of mobility mining we consider three scenarios. The
first scenario describes how mobile networking data be used to create mobility
patterns in a city. The idea is to chart common places where people gather and
main routes between those places, broken down by time, means of transportation
and so on. The second scenario adds demographic data to the mobility patterns,
making it possible to see demographic profiles of people occupying common
places and travelling in the routes. The third scenario adds locally collected
terminal data, such as sensor data or non-shared information such as SMSs,
etc. Finally, the fourth scenario envisions usage of all this information in realtime.
In all scenarios, we have the roles of the technology designers, network infrastructure vendors, operators and mobile phone users. These are the basic
roles that enable the system to come to place and have direct effect on data
collection. On the data receiving end, we have policy makers, engineering and
architect firms, advertisers and city planners. Ultimately, a very important
stakeholder will be the citizens/costumers, who may or not be in the mobile
phone users group, and are most likely the ones directly experiencing the effects
of the whole process. In the middle of the data chain there might be a need for
data brokers or other firms that may use the data and mash it up with other
datasets to create value.

6.7

Design for privacy

There are several ways of concretising the scenarios while considering privacy
aspects. The number one concern is to make it impossible to pinpoint the
identity of an individual that uses the system. In order to do that there are
several technical solutions, which refer to the data that is ultimately generated
by the system.
• Anonymise all data. One way to go is to save positioning data with zero
identifiers. The resulting data set could then contain cell ids or geographical coordinates and a timestamp with no identifier. This would make it
impossible to define sequences or follow an individual through a route.
It would, however, allow for construction of density graphs, which would
potentially allow for a less rich solution to the first scenario but would be
of little use for the later scenarios;
• Pseudonymisation, where a hashed identifier is put in place of a personal identifier, therefore theoretically making impossible the tracking of
a user. This technique, widely used in industry and often confused with
anonymisation, makes it possible to track an individual while maintaining anonymity. However, it has been noted that, knowing enough about
the location of a person it is possible to infer important places like the
workplace and the home, which allows for inference attacks that can reveal the identity of the person. Several variations of pseudonimisation can
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be implemented that can difficult inference attacks, one of them being
the possibility of cycling through different hashed or random identifiers,
therefore breaking the positioning sequences in time;
• Hitchhiking and virtual trip lines. Most of the existing approaches to privacy focus on following individuals, while at the same time making an
effort to anonymise those traces. Some techniques have been proposed
that treat location as a primary entity of interest, i.e., instead of following
people, we follow how people move through interesting places. Our technical explorations demonstrate that sequences of cell ids are good enough
to determine important roads and points of interest.
6.7.1

Time geography

From the solutions outlined above, the hitchhiking/virtual trip lines technique
is the one generating higher quality data while maintaining individual privacy.
One way of implementing it is to follow some key ideas from a body of theory
proposed in 1953 by Torsten Hägerstrand called Time Geography (TG).
In TG terminology, stations and domains occur when two or more individuals
meet. A station is the meeting place of at least two people, such as a school
corridor, while a domain is an area where people or organisations enforce rules
of some sort, such as when a rector provides regulations for a school. The
totality of these possible paths for an individual in TG is represented by prisms.
As an example, the last Concorde flight to Paris was the overlap of the timespace prisms of many individuals. Over time, such convergences can produce an
activity bundle, an overlap of the histories of individuals. Because of its breadth
and flexibility, many fields have tried to adopt TG, either in part or whole
cloth, to serve their various purposes. TG has primarily been used for obvious
applications such as trip planning and socioeconomic phenomena. When viewed
through the lens of TG, we propose that people’s behaviour can yield patterns
of significant commercial and research value. This idea directly contrasts the
current commonly held notion that value can be only added to services by
directly monitoring the behaviour of individuals.
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